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Abstract
Our purpose in this paper is to identify aspects of justice institutions that might be
manipulated to reduce socioeconomic inequality in access to justice. We do this through a
two-country comparative case study of socioeconomic differences in public experience with
civil justice troubles involving money and housing. We focus on whether individuals take any
action to try to resolve problems and whence they seek advice about how to resolve them.
Given available data, our conclusions are necessarily speculative. We find evidence that some
institutional arrangements are better than others at reducing class inequalities in people's
propensity to seek advice and take action to resolve civil justice problems. We also find that
some institutional arrangements that appear effective at equalizing action-taking and adviceseeking still appear to channel different groups to different kinds of providers.
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Introduction
Most civil justice problems experienced by the public are not taken to law. By this point in
time, it is well-established that in contemporary market democracies the bulk of public
problems that have civil legal aspects and raise civil legal issues1 never make it to lawyers or
to civil justice systems (e.g., Consortium on Legal Services in the Public 1994 (USA); Currie
2009 (Canada); Genn 1999 (England and Wales); Genn and Paterson 2001 (Scotland); Legal
Services Agency 2006 (New Zealand); Murayama 2007 (Japan); Mulherin and Coumeralos
2007 (Australia); Pleasence et al. 2006 (England and Wales); see generally Sandefur 2008, pp.
346-349). People instead respond to these problems in a wide variety of ways, handling
many on their own, electing to do nothing about others, and turning to non-legal third
parties for assistance with, advice about, or resolution of still others. A small but growing
body of research suggests that different groups of people – different social classes, different
racial or ethnic groups, men and women -- handle similar problems in different ways (e.g.,
Bogart and Vidmar 1990; Genn 1999: Table B1; Genn and Paterson 2001: Table B1;
Hoffmann 2005; Miller and Sarat 1980/1981: Tables 4 and 5; Pleasence et al. 2006; Sandefur
2007: Table 1; Sandefur 2009a; cf. Kritzer 2008; see generally Sandefur 2008: 346-352).
What creates these differences and why they emerge are not yet well understood.

In this paper, we focus on one potential source of group differences in how people handle
their civil justice problems: the design of a society‟s institutions of remedy for those
problems. Institutions of remedy include not only law and legal aid, but also the many nonlegal sources of advice, assistance and resolution that people may turn to with civil justice
problems. One benefit of focusing on institutions of remedy is that aspects of their design
We adopt Genn‟s (1999:12) illuminating and highly useful definition of “justiciable events,” terming them civil
justice problems in this paper.
1
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can be influenced by public policy. Another benefit of this focus is that it reveals new
information about how law fits in to the larger picture of how publics handle their civil
justice problems.

We seek to identify factors that make institutions of remedy more inclusive by comparing
public advice-seeking for civil justice money and housing problems in two different
institutional contexts: the United States and England and Wales. We focus on three key
differences between these contexts: the availability of authoritative sources of problem
resolution; the availability of legal aid; and, the availability of legal advice. In comparison
with the United States, England and Wales provides a greater variety of all of these. And,
English and Welsh institutions of remedy appear to be more inclusive in some ways, but just
as exclusive in others. The available evidence is circumstantial, but it is highly suggestive:
English and Welsh institutions of remedy appear more effective at getting people across the
socioeconomic order “in the door,” seeking some kind of assistance with their justice
problems. American institutions of remedy get fewer people in the door, and large class
differences exist in who seeks any advice and assistance in the United States. However,
despite much more generous legal aid than the United States, England and Wales still
evidences large class differences in who turns to law for help with civil justice money and
housing problems. These differences appear even among problems of similar types.

Institutions of Remedy for Civil Justice Problems
All contemporary market democracies have established, recognized, legitimate, routine
means through which members of the public may seek solutions for their civil justice
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problems. These are institutions of remedy. One component of a market democracy‟s
institutions of remedy is authoritative: its staff and organizations can provide definitive
resolutions to civil justice problems. Law, in the form of courts, tribunals, lawsuits and
litigation, falls into this category. But so, also, do many other kinds of organizations that are
non-legal in a very specific sense: going to these organizations involves no explicit contact
between the public and lawyers, legal organizations, or formal legal processes. These nonlegal sources of authoritative resolution include: the complaint-handling offices of
administrative agencies that regulate specific industries; those government ombudsmen who
have authoritative powers; and, public compensation corporations that handle personal
injury claims in some countries. Together, legal and non-legal sources of authoritative
resolutions for civil justice problems compose a society‟s formal institutions of remedy.
Institutions of remedy also comprise a whole set of auxiliary providers who complement
formal institutions of remedy and sometimes are connected to them. Like formal institutions
of remedy, these auxiliaries are third-parties with respect to the public‟s problems. These
include advice agencies, community organizations, mediation services, resource centers,
consumer advocacy groups, and the like. Auxiliaries may provide advice, information,
referrals, or non-authoritative routes to solution through which parties to a dispute attempt
to work a problem out on their own with auxiliary assistance. Figure 1 illustrates this basic
framework.

[Figure 1 about here]

While these elements appear in the institutions of remedy of all market democracies, the
specifics differ greatly from country to country. The United Kingdom and the United States
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are contrasting cases in many respects. The United Kingdom‟s institutions of remedy
provide the public with a diverse set of entry points and a wide variety of providers,
including many non-law and non-lawyer services that are empowered to give legal advice or
authoritative resolution. The United Kingdom also provides a civil legal aid system that, until
the last few years, extended subsidy to a majority of the population. The United States‟
institutions of remedy fewer entry points, with non-legal third parties generally prohibited
from providing legal advice by unauthorized practice rules. Legal aid in the United States is
quite limited in comparative context.

In comparative perspective, institutions of remedy in the United Kingdom are rich and
diverse. To facilitate people‟s access to law, the United Kingdom employs an expansive
judicare system in which the government funds the public‟s purchase of legal services from
the private practice bar. This system has been in place, in one form or another, for more
than sixty years; and, for most of that time a majority of the population, including the middle
classes, have been eligible for judicare subsidies (Griffith 2008; Paterson 1991).

Legal

assistance is also available from the Law Centres, which employ salaried staff that specialize
in social welfare and poverty law. Law Centre services are free, unless a client is eligible for
legal aid, in which case the Centre receives the judicare fee (Law Centres Federation 2009).
In the United Kingdom, non-legal formal institutions of remedy include both regulatory
agencies and a number of government ombudsmen, including ombudsmen for housing,
local government, financial services, and health services.

Not every ombudsman has

authoritative powers, but several of these offices provide a source of definitive resolution to
the public‟s problems (Citizens Advice Bureaux 2009a).
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Formal institutions of remedy are complemented by a set of well-known, long-established,
nationally present advice providers. Headlining these are the Citizens Advice Bureaux
(CABx), which provide advice about how to handle justice problems – and many other kinds
of problems – via the internet, over the phone, and in person in more than 400 branches and
3,000 places around the country (Baldwin 1989; Citizens Advice Bureau 2009b; but see
Blacksell et al. 1990). Many Local Councils (city and county governments) have their own
advice services and offices of trading standards; according to a recent civil justice survey,
these services provided 15% of all successful advice contacts for the public‟s civil justice
problems (Pleasence et al. 2006: Figure 3.3). The CABx and other services that exist to assist
the public in solving its justice problems have an important power: they may dispense legal
advice. While the legal profession retains sole rights of appearance in some fora, many
different kinds of providers may and do dispense advice about when and how to use law to
respond to problems that have civil legal aspects (Abel 1989).

The contrast between the United Kingdom and the United States is sharp. By comparison,
the United States provides the public with law, not much of it, and not much else. The
United State‟s legal aid system is a lean one in comparative terms (Regan 1999): it serves only
the poor. Further, Americans who are eligible for civil legal aid have available to them
relatively few legal aid providers. Good data on just how few are scarce, but an analysis of
information available for 1997 found that all sources of organized civil legal assistance
combined – lawyers working as employees of legal aid programs that received state, federal,
local government and/or private funding, and lawyers volunteering their services in
organized civil pro bono programs – provided perhaps one full-time equivalent legal aid
lawyer for every 5,000 people eligible for civil legal aid (Sandefur 2009b).
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If Americans do not go to law, their alternatives are relatively limited and depend a great deal
on where they live. For authoritative resolution, they have the option of turning to the
complaint handling offices of local, state or federal regulatory agencies for assistance with
some of their money and housing problems, such as complaints about billing practices or
landlords‟ failure to keep housing in repair. These agencies will sometimes investigate and
resolve problems brought by members of the public (e.g., Hogarth and English 2002; Ross
1995). If a member of the American public wants to handle a problem otherwise, the
resources available to help her depend heavily on where she lives: both legal aid and its
auxiliaries are distributed in an uneven way around the country, with the presence of services
dependent upon the initiative of local groups (see, e.g., Sandefur 2009c).2

Some

communities have effective and well-known services that assist people with specific kinds of
justice problems: for example, landlord-tenant resource centers, or media action lines that
aggressively pursue solutions to consumers‟ problems (Nader 1980). Some communities
have clearinghouses or referral systems that attempt to connect people with services that
might help them with their problems; other communities do not have these resources. For
example, the United Way funds 244 regional referral services, called “2-1-1,” around the
country (United Way 2008); some of these referral services are undoubtedly well-established,
well-known and expertly run, while others are quite new and may be less so. One thing that
characterizes such resources in every part of the country, however, is that they typically
cannot provide legal advice. In the United States, the legal profession maintains a strong
monopoly on the provision of advice about when and how to use law to solve one‟s justice

Spatial inequalities in access to services exist in the United Kingdom as well (see, e.g., Economides and
Blacksell 1987). Our point is that these inequalities are probably more pronounced in an American-style system,
where service provision is very often locally initiated and usually is not centrally coordinated.
2
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problems (Abel 1989; Rhode 2004). Figure 2 summarizes differences between the two
institutional contexts.
[Figure 2 about here]

Members of the public who face civil justice problems in these two different countries thus
have available to them very different institutions of remedy. The United States is a context
that provides law, administrative agencies, and a patchwork of other resources that are both
limited in the assistance they can provide with legal problems and available only in some
localities. The United Kingdom provides law, administrative agencies, government
ombudsmen, and highly visible, nationally distributed auxiliary resources that can provide
legal advice as well as information and referrals. In the UK, people experiencing civil justice
problems face many entry points into a rich network of remedy; in the United States, similar
people with similar problems face fewer entry points into a sparse network. Our suggestion
is that these differing institutional designs produce different patterns of public problemsolving.

Data and Analysis: Class Differences in Responses to Civil Justice Problems

National Surveys of Public Experience with Civil Justice Problems. To investigate the impact of
institutional design on public advice-seeking, we compare how people handle civil justice
problems involving money and housing in the United States and England and Wales. The
data come from two different sources: the American Bar Association‟s published tabulations
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from its 1992 “Comprehensive Legal Needs Study”3 and the England and Wales Civil and
Social Justice Survey of 2004. These data sources are similar in important respects: (a) both
ask about public experience with similar kinds of money and housing problems, including
threats of foreclosure and eviction, difficulty paying bills, and trouble with creditors; (b) both
inquire about problems that survey authors carefully chose to be problems that raise civil
legal issues and have civil legal aspects; (c) both surveys focus on problems that people find
serious and difficult to solve; (d) both inquire about problems that may or may not have
been considered “legal” by the people who experienced them; (e) both inquire about
problems that were taken to law, taken to non-legal third parties, handled by people on their
own, and about which people did nothing; (f) both provide information for representative
samples of national populations.

The surveys are also different in a number of respects, including:









Though the surveys ask about similar kinds of civil justice problems, the problem
lists are not identical and the questionnaire wording differs between the surveys;
The US survey sampled households, while the England and Wales survey sampled
individuals;
Socioeconomic groups are defined in different ways in the two surveys, by income in
the US and by occupation in England and Wales;
The England and Wales survey was comprehensive, while the US survey covered
only the lower-earning 80% of the population;
The US survey was administered over the telephone, while the England and Wales
survey was administered in person;
In the US survey, respondents reported on problems they had experienced during
the past year, while in the England and Wales survey they reported on problems
encountered during the past three years or since they turned 18, whichever was more
recent;
Both employed and non-employed respondents are included in the data from the
two surveys, but the non-working populations may differ in some respects;

Unfortunately, the unit record data for the 1992 US survey were destroyed (xxx, personal communication,
xx). These published tabulations represent the most current information for the US context – the next-most
recent national survey was the Civil Litigation Research Project conducted in the 1970s (see Trubek et al. 1983).
3
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The two surveys were conducted in different years: 1992 in the United States and
2004 in England and Wales (see Consortium on Legal Services and the Public 1994;
Phelps et al. 2005; Pleasence et al. 2006).

These differences prevent the available data from providing a precisely calibrated accounting
of national differences in advice-seeking. However, the substantive similarities between the
two surveys provide material for a revealing broad-brush portrait of advice-seeking in two
distinct contexts.

Money and housing problems. The problems chosen for analysis here were selected because
they are common, widely distributed across populations, often occur together in “clusters”
of multiple problems, and can be highly consequential for the people who experience them
(Bachievea, Wachter, and Warren 2005; Pleasence et al. 2004; Sandefur 2009a). Problems are
grouped into types by their function in household economies; that is, they are grouped as
available evidence suggests they are experienced by the public, rather than by how they are
institutionalized in law or understood by service providers (Sandefur 2009a; cf. Kritzer
2008). For England and Wales, the money and housing problems examined include troubles
with: livelihood; other anticipated sources of household income (e.g., rebate of security
deposits); debts, bills and credit; housing security (e.g, trouble paying rent or mortgages,
threats of eviction or foreclosure); and, housing conditions (e.g., pests, repairs). For the
United States, the money and housing problems examined include debts, bills and credit,
housing security and housing conditions. To lend further precision to the comparative
analysis, debt, bills and credit problems are also analyzed separately.4

It would have been desirable to control for problem type in a number of other ways in the analysis, but the
absence of unit record data for the US context makes doing so impossible.
4
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Findings. Figures 3 and 4 report on how people handle civil justice money and housing
problems in the United States and the United Kingdom.

Responses to problems are

reported for two groups of problems: money and housing problems and a subset of money
problems that concerns debts, bills and credit. Figure 3 reports on the United States. In a
context in which people have a choice between law and not much else, this is exactly what
they choose. In the US in 1992, about a quarter of all money and housing problems and of
debt, bills and credit problems specifically were taken to lawyers and/or courts or tribunals,
whether as a sole response or in concert with other sources of advice. Similarly, more than a
quarter of all money and housing problems, and about a third of debt, bills and credit
problems were handled by inaction, by the household taking no steps to try to resolve the
problem. Less than 10% of either type of problem was taken solely to non-legal third parties.
The remaining problems, 33% of debt, bills and credit problems and 41% of all money and
housing problems were handled by the respondent taking action without advice.

Figure 4 reports on England and Wales. In this context, many fewer of both groups of
problems were handled through inaction: less than 10% of both types. Similarly, many fewer
problems were handled by going to law: 11% of all money and housing problems and 6% of
debt, bills and credit problems. On the other hand, many more problems involved non-legal
advice, assistance, and sources of authoritative resolution: 30% of debt, bills, and credit
problems and 38% of all money and housing problems. The remaining problems, 56% of
debt, bills and credit problems and 52% of all money and housing problems were handled by
respondents taking some action on their own.
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Two signal differences emerge between the two institutional contexts. First, institutions of
remedy in England & Wales appear more inclusive or welcoming than those of the United
States. In England & Wales, these institutions served a larger share of the publics‟ money
and housing problems than did those of the United States: 49% of money and housing
problems in England and Wales, as opposed to 32% in the United States. The differences
were smaller, but followed the same pattern for debt, bills and credit problems: 36% of such
problems went to institutions of remedy in England and Wales, in comparison with 33% in
the United States. Second, when Americans did not seek advice or assistance with their
problems, they were more likely to do nothing about them than were people who did not
seek advice in England and Wales. Americans did nothing in response to 33% of debt, bills
and credit problems and 27% of money and housing problems generally; in England and
Wales, the corresponding quantities were 8% and 6%.

In comparison with the United States, England and Wales also evidences greater
socioeconomic equality in some kinds of advice- and resolution-seeking, but at the same
time substantial socioeconomic inequality in the use of other kinds of routes to solving civil
justice problems. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate this. Here, the quantities in the bar graphs are
odds ratios, indicating the size and direction of differences in how two groups respond to
similar kinds of civil justice problems. When an odds ratio is 1.0, there is no average
difference between the two groups in the likelihood of responding to a problem in a
particular way. When an odds ratio is less than 1.0, one group is less likely, on average, to
take the action than is the comparison group. When an odds ratio is greater than 1.0, one
group is more likely to take the action, on average, than is the comparison group. As before,
quantities are reported for two groups of problems: money and housing problems generally,
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and debt, bills and credit problems specifically. In Figure 5, for the United States, the groups
compared are poor households eligible for civil legal aid, titled „low-income‟ in the figure,
and households who earned too much to be eligible for legal aid but still less than the 80 th
percentile of the US household income distribution ($60,000 in 1992), titled „moderateincome‟ in the figure. In Figure 6, for England and Wales, the groups compared are
individuals whose occupational affiliation places them in the routine and manual group and
those whose occupational affiliation places them in the professional and managerial group
(Office for National Statistics 2005).

[Figure 5 and 6 about here]

Figure 5 reports that, in the United States, low-income households were less likely to turn to
law for this group of civil justice problems than were moderate-income households: 49%
less likely to turn to law for all money and housing problems (odds ratio = .61) and 27% less
likely to turn to law for problems with debt, credit and bills (odds ratio = .73). Low-income
households were correspondingly more likely to take no action in response to these
problems: 66% more likely to do nothing in response to debt, bills and credit problems
(odds ratio = 1.66) and twice as likely to do nothing about all money and housing problems
in general (odds ratio = 2.0). For all money and housing problems, low-income households
were only half has likely to turn to non-legal third parties as were moderate-income
households (odds ratio = .50); but, for debt, bills and credit problems specifically, lowincome households were about a third more likely (odds ratio = 1.36) to turn to non-legal
third parties for advice or assistance than were moderate-income households.
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The pattern for England and Wales is different in some ways, and similar in others. Here
too, as shown in Figure 6, one observes substantial class differences in turning to law. In
comparison with managers and professionals, working class people (routine and manual
workers, in this analysis) were 30% less likely to turn to law with debt, bills and credit
problems (odds ratio = .70) and two-thirds less likely (odds ratio = .34) to turn to law with
money and housing problems generally. On the other hand, working class people were more
likely to take their problems to non-legal third parties for advice or resolution: they were
40% more likely to do so (odds ratio = 1.40) with debt, bills and credit problems and 270%
more likely to do so (odds ratio = 2.70) with money and housing problems generally. Doing
nothing was a rare response to this group of civil justice problems in England and Wales,
and it is equally rare among both working class people and professionals for money and
housing problems generally (odds ratio = 1.0). For debt, bills and credit problems, routine
and manual workers were about a third more likely (odds ratio = 1.36) to do nothing about
the problem than were professional and managerial workers.

Discussion

Taking these findings together, one sees that, in comparison with the United States, England
and Wales‟s institutions of remedy appear more inclusive in some ways, and equally exclusive
in others. In England and Wales, a greater share of the public‟s problems were taken to
institutions of remedy, whether to law or to non-legal sources of advice, assistance or
resolution than is the case in the United States. Few people in England and Wales do
nothing about civil justice money and housing problems, and this pattern characterizes
problem-handling up and down the socioeconomic scale. By comparison, in the United
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States, many people do nothing about this group of civil justice problems, and poor people
are especially likely to do nothing.

However, in both countries, socioeconomic status is inversely related to the likelihood of
taking money and housing problems to law. In both countries, groups of higher
socioeconomic standing, as measured by income in the United States and occupation in the
England and Wales, are more likely to take to law problems that groups of lower
socioeconomic standing handle in other ways. This pattern holds even when problem type is
controlled to include only civil justice problems with debts, bills and credit. And it holds
despite the much more generous legal aid system of the United Kingdom.

In the United Kingdom, legal advice is more widely available from a variety of advice
providers, its sources are well-known; and, it is relatively inexpensive – indeed, often free to
everyone, as in the case of CABx. We have suggested that these factors play a role in
creating what we have called the greater inclusiveness of the United Kingdom‟s institutions
of remedy.5 But accessibility – i.e, low cost, convenient location, many sources of legal
advice – may have broader effects on how the public solves its problems.
5

This interpretation is supported by an analysis of class differences in advice seeking in another situation in
which institutions of remedy are characterized by these factors: contingency fee services for personal injury
claims. In the United States, personal injuries incurred through accidents on the road, at home and on the job
are processed through a legal liability system that is supported by public and private insurance providers and a
personal injury bar that works largely on contingent fee. Under this fee arrangement, lawyers are paid for their
work only if their client receives some compensation as an award or settlement. The amount of the lawyer‟s fee
is set at a proportion of the money the client receives. Under this fee arrangement, initial consultations with
attorneys about personal injury claims are typically free. In the US, low-income households took 32% of their
personal and economic injury problems (i.e., slander and libel, but largely physical injuries due to accidents) to
lawyers, while moderate-income households took only 25% of such problems to attorneys (Consortium on
Legal Services and the Public 1994: Table 4-7). This relative equality is, in part, a product of three of the same
factors that we have identified as making the United Kingdom‟s institutions of remedy more inclusive: free
legal advice (in this instance through a no win-no fee arrangement) that is well-established and highly visible
(though aggressive advertising), as well as widely available. But, it is also a product of the different alternatives
available outside “universal” institutions of remedy: moderate-income households are more likely to take such
problems to their insurance companies, a resource to which fewer low-income households likely have access
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Institutions of remedy may have both first- and second-order effects on how people handle
their civil justice problems. Americans, famously litigious and known for their “inventiveness
in the area of remedy” (Nader 1980:4), were nevertheless more likely than the English and
Welsh to „lump‟ their civil justice troubles. In comparison with people in the United States,
people in England and Wales were more likely both to seek advice and assistance with
problems, and to try to handle them on their own. Part of this difference reflects differences
in available assistance and solutions to people who were experiencing problems at the time
of survey. People in England and Wales had more sources of advice and assistance to go to,
so they went to them; Americans had fewer, so they went less. However, people‟s decisions
about how to handle the civil justice problems they have today reflect the lessons of their
experiences handling similar problems in the past (Galanter 1974; Sandefur 2007). Perhaps
the higher rates of self-help, in favor of doing nothing, that we observe in England and
Wales come about, in part, because people there have assimilated lessons about how to
handle civil justice problems from past contacts with advice providers. This would be a
second-order impact of institutional design: a populace that feels it has sufficient
information, confidence and understanding to take action to respond to some problems on

(Consortium on Legal Services and the Public 1994: pp. 22-24). Here again, one observes that the choice of
going to law or not is affected by the alternatives to law to which groups have access.

Of course, access to lawyers does not necessarily mean access to authoritative resolution. Lawyers are not
equally likely to take on the personal injury problems of both low- and moderate-income households. This is
not surprising, given that lost wages are typically a substantial component of any award from which a lawyer‟s
fee would come, and wages are higher in higher-earning households. Despite being more likely to be taken to
lawyers, the personal injury problems of low-income households were less likely to end up in courts or hearing
bodies. Eleven percent (11%) of the personal injury problems of poor households involved a court or
administrative hearing body in some way, in comparison with 19% of similar problems of moderate-income
households (Consortium on Legal Services and the Public 1994: Table 4-10). Similarly, more of the contacts
that low-income households had with lawyers appeared not to make it past the “free initial consultation”: 20%
of all lawyer contacts were free to low-income households because of this mechanism, in comparison with 11%
of the lawyer contacts of moderate-income households (Consortium on Legal Services and the Public 1994:
Table 4-9; on case screening generally, see Daniels and Martin 2002; Kritzer 2004; Trautner 2006). A public
compensation corporation, which at least hears all claims, has the potential to be much more equalizing than a
market that pays law‟s gatekeepers by commission.
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its own. The converse might be a second-order impact in the American context: a populace
that feels it cannot reasonably take unaided action about a substantial portion of its justice
problems.

Conclusion
Our analysis is suggestive, rather than definitive. We have focused on national differeneces
in the design of institutions of remedy for civil justice problems, but many other differences
exist between these societies, and these differences likely play a role in creating some of what
we observe. Methodological differences between the national surveys also complicate the
comparisons. How much of the differences observed is the consequence of institutional
design, and how much is due to other factors cannot be determined from the data that we
have at present.

This analysis raises an important methodological and theoretical issue that future studies
should tackle directly: the idea of similar problems. At least three plausible principles exist
for grouping problems: as they are treated in black-letter law; as they are treated by service
providers; and, as they are experienced by the public. These three principles will often
produce very different groupings of similar civil justice problems. For example, consider the
common justiciable problem of unpaid overtime. In the US context, problems with unpaid
overtime are covered by wage and hour laws. However, if someone believes that the
overtime wages were not paid because of his or her race, sex, religion or national origin the
problem falls within the purview of civil rights law. When a member of the public takes this
problem to a service provider such as an attorney, how the problem is treated and whether it
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is taken on for service depends, in part, to whom it is taken. So, for example, a US public
interest law firm might take such a claim if it were construed as a rights issue or a systematic
practice of labor exploitation, but perhaps not if it appeared to be an isolated case. If a
member of the public took the same problem to a lawyer working on contingent fee, that
attorney would consider, among other things, whether the amount at stake was sufficient to
cover the cost of her taking the case. On the other hand, for the person who lost those
wages, the predominant issue might simply be the financial loss, regardless of the reason for
it, the various law that might remedy it, and even if the amount at stake seemed small to
other people. Different principles will produce very different groupings of problems and,
consequently, different pictures of inequality in advice-seeking, action-taking, and access to
justice.

The broad-brush patterns of difference between the US and UK contexts are striking and
very suggestive. By stepping back from law to examine the institutions of remedy of which
law is part, one sees a convergence of circumstantial evidence that points to ways in which
these institutions can be more or less inclusive of the public and its problems (cf. Mayhew
1975). For countries like the United States, that are beginning to grapple with the
inadequacies of existing legal aid systems (e.g, Legal Services Corporation 2005), stepping
back from law to look at institutions of remedy as whole provides glimpses of additional
means through which a nation might expand its citizens‟ access to substantive justice. The
findings also raise a question about the sufficiency of legal aid as a tool to equalize access to
justice. Even in a context with relatively generous legal aid, many people do not go to
lawyers, but instead take their problems to non-legal sources of advice and resolution. And,
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even in a context with expansive legal aid, social class or socioeconomic differences emerge
in how people handle their civil justice problems.
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Figure 1. Institutions of Remedy for Civil Justice Problems
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Figure 2. Institutions of Remedy for Civil Justice Problems: United Kingdom and United
States
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Figure 3. Reponses to Money and Housing Problems and to Debt, Credit and Bills
Problems in the United States, 1992. Percent of Problems Taken to Law, to Non-Legal
Third Parties, and about which No Action Was Taken.
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n=1,077 money and housing problems. n=555 debt, bills and credit problems.
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Figure 4. Reponses to Money and Housing Problems and to Debt, Credit and Bills
Problems in England and Wales, 2004. Percent of Problems Taken to Law, to Non-Legal
Third Parties, and about which No Action Was Taken.
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Figure 5. Socioeconomic Differences in Responses to Civil Justice Problems: Odds Ratios
Comparing Low Income Households to Moderate Income Households: USA, 1992
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Figure 6. Socioeconomic Differences in Responses to Civil Justice Problems: Odds Ratios
Comparing Routine and Manual Workers to Professional and Managerial Workers: England
and Wales, 2004
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